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TonyBoltonfindsthatsizematterswhenhetriesthe
12”versionofAudioOrigami’sPU7arm.

B

ack in 2007, the Audio
Origami PU7 arm made
it’s debut in the pages of
this magazine, in its 9inch
form (November 20007
issue). I first encountered
one in 12inch form a couple of years
later when it was attached to an
Inspire turntable that I reviewed. I
remember being very impressed, not
only with the sound, but also the
build and finish of the arm.
That example was chromiumplated and was polished so that it
looked as though the chrome was
wet to the touch. Only 30 examples
a year are made, and it is only now
that I have finally got my hands on
one to attach to my Clearaudio
Master Solution to review.
The 12inch arms cost an extra
£300 on top of the £1750 basic

price for a 9inch model and include
a headshell with a 17.9 degree offset
angle. This one was finished in a
very attractive bead-blasted matt
silver that is standard. Other options
include anodising in any colour that
you wish for £300 over the basic
price, or the arm can be finished

during manufacture to accommodate
your chosen cartridge. The internal
wiring on this one used the standard
Cardas Copper loom. Ikeda silver
wiring can be specified for an extra
£350.
There have been a few changes
in the specification and manufacturing

"thePU7coulddisplaysupreme
delicacywithsomeofthelacelikesoundsthatfilledthistrack"
in either chrome or gold plate for
a total of £2999, regardless of the
length required.
Since these arms are individually
made to order, the length and
effective mass can all be adjusted

process of the PU7 since our 2007
review. The ball bearing races that are
mounted in the alloy bearing housing
are now of 13mm rather than 12mm
diameter, the arm board is of a new
design and all of the bolts and screws
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suited the range of orchestration
in Paganini’s 2nd Violin Concerto.
Although the area occupied by the
orchestra was not as big as if it
had been a stereo recording, it still
seemed quite real and uncluttered
in the presentation, with solo
instruments standing forward of
the group with more than enough
separation between the musical
strands to allow me to follow
individual melodies effortlessly.
I am thoroughly impressed with
this 12” long version of the PU7. All
of the usual advantages of the longer
arm – lower tracking error leading
to a cleaner and more detailed
sound – are there, but with a solid
underpinning that few arms can
match. This solidity of presentation
is not at the expense of clumsiness
with small or transient sounds.
These are given equal
precedence and, combined with the
ability to define differing strands of
music, make for a truly encompassing
sound. It is rhythmically and
melodically tight and is a joy to listen
to. So good I want one.

ThislatestversionofthePU7boastsanewdesignofarm
liftandarmbase.Armheightcanbeadjustedbylooseninga
pairofhexbolts,oneofwhichcanbeseeninthesideofthe
baseplate.Thecircularcoversonthealloybearinghousing
concealthenew13mmbearingassemblies.
that are fitted are now tipped with
Acital. This serves two purposes, one
being to prevent marks appearing on
the parts that they screw into, but
also to prevent over-tightening. The
PU7 philosophy is the opposite of
the Linn school of assembly.
Whereas the latter follows the
principle of everything being clamped
down as tightly as possible, the Audio
Origami methodology is to have
components fixed tightly enough to
hold them in place, but no more.
Over-tightening parts of a PU7 will
give the sound a very clamped and
compressed feeling.
Having got the arm set up on
the Clearaudio I started off listening
with the Propellerheads LP ‘Decks
anddrumsandrockandroll’. The best
known track off this album is ‘History
Repeating’ which features some
powerhouse vocals by the inimitable
Shirley Bassey and was also used in
a Jaguar advert on television in the
late1990s.
The track is driven along by
some rocking bass lines and the PU7
described them in a rich and fullbodied manner that was both solid
and agile. Although the bass sound
was big, it was in balance with the
presentation of the vocals, Bassey’s
voice having a growling edge that
was exciting and invigorating. The
instrumentation in this track is quite
comprehensive, including both real
and sampled sounds. Each was neatly
defined, adding the required flavour
to the mix without over-emphasising

their presence.
After this rather rackety start
I moved onto the gentler sounds
of Simon and Garfunkel. The track
SYSTEMUSED
‘Bleecker Street’ has beautifully
Benz Micro Wood SL cartridge/
poetic lyrics that the pair’s harmonies
Clearaudio Master Solution turntable.
brought out, accompanied by gently
Leema Acoustics Agena phonostage,
strummed and picked guitars. It
Tucana ll amplifier.
flowed along very smoothly and I was
Chario Ursa Major loudspeakers.
pleased to note that, after showing
off the earthquake inducing bass of
the Propellerheads, the PU7
MUSICUSED
could display considerable
Paganini. ‘Concerto No.2 In B Minor. Op.2’.
delicacy with some of the
Yehudi Menuhin with the Philharmonia
lace-like sounds that filled
Orchestra conducted by Anatole Fistoulari. His
this track. I felt very close to
Master’s Voice. BLP 1018. 1953.
the performance, helped by
strong imaging that placed the
Simon and Garfunkel. ‘Wednesday Morning
performers very securely on
3AM’. CBS Records. 1964.
the soundstage in front of me.
This feature of being
Propellerheads. ‘Decksanddrumsandrockandroll’.
able to move from grandiloWall of Sound Records. WALL LP015. 1998.
quence to intimacy effortlessly

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The 12inch version of the PU7 has a main
bending mode resonance at 470Hz our
analysis shows, lower than the shorter
9inch as expected but still well damped.
As 12inch arms go 470Hz is a high value;
around 220Hz is common. So the tube is
relatively stiff and likely to sound quite
‘fast’ and dynamic. The main mode is
well damped and the peak narrow, so it
encompasses little energy.
The headshell now looks a little
quieter than before so treble may be a
tad smoother and better differentiated.
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AUDIO ORIGAMI
PU7 ARM 12INCH
£2050.00

£

OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best
VALUE - keenly priced

ARMVIBRATION
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VERDICT

Superbly made bespoke arm
from Glaswegian specialist
maker.

FOR

- detailed and cohesive sound
- excellent build quality
- can be customised

AGAINST

- nothing at the price
Audio Origami
www.audioorigami.co.uk
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